IBHS Bargaining Update
August 23, 2021
Kaiser's bargaining team cancelled our bargaining session
that had been scheduled for yesterday so they could meet
separately (caucus) about our proposals to address
staffing, workload and access problems.
We remain disappointed that Kaiser’s bargaining team has
not been better prepared, and has now spent the majority
of two bargaining sessions in caucus. We sincerely hope
they have used the time well, and will come prepared to actually present and discuss proposals in our next session.
While the members of Kaiser's bargaining team say they want to collaborate, we know that collaboration can only
happen when both sides show up with a willingness to meaningfully work together towards solutions.
With the bargaining session cancelled, our bargaining committee also caucused. We used the time to work on
proposals that will help Kaiser recruit and retain qualified behavioral health clinicians, including:
• Stronger language to allow clinicians to reduce hours and switch to flexible schedules.
• A side letter outlining protocols during pandemics and public health emergencies.
• Improved pay, support, and protections for bilingual providers.
• After hours hospital coverage.

We also discussed proposing to restore the 30-minute labor only time we used to have as part of the LPPC feedback
meetings, which we believe helped these meetings be more collaborative.
We will return to bargaining on September 3 ready to hear Kaiser’s responses to our proposals and ready to submit
the new proposals that we worked on today.
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